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Ab8tract 

It is shown that multilevel resonance parameters for each element of the 
reaction matrix carulOt 1;>e determined from available data. However, additional 
constraints may be introduced without affecting agreement with experiment. The 
Bohr compound nucleus hypothesis, which states that the modes of formati~n and 
decay of a compound nucleus are independent, is applied to the T·matrix and it is 
found, as in Newton's model, that the channel matrix can be inverted analytically to 
provide simple formulae for cross sections, for both the real Wigner-Eisenbud reaction 
matrix and Moldauer's complex reaction matrix. Wigner-Eisenbud theory leads 
directly to Newton's strong correlation model and its unacceptable consequences. 
Molda~er's theory does not, however, and can explain cross secti~n behaviour 
adequately while being consistent with Bohr's hypothesis. Cross sections can be 
written as a sum of single level contributions, as in the Adler-Adler formulation. 
Finally, Moldauer's statistical theory is shown to be applicable, and expressions are 
derived for the ·averaged cross sections as functions of the complex Moldauer 
resonance parameters. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of a compound nucleus was introduced by Bohr (1936), and for 
some time it was regarded as the principal nuclear reaction mechanism. At about 
the same time Breit and Wigner (1936) proposed their celebrated single level formula, 
which gave excellent agreement with isolated levels in cross sections and satisfied 
the Bohr compound nucleus postulate. Much later, Wigner and Eisenbud (1947) 
presente~ a more rigorous multilevel theory which was capable of explaining the 
strong interference between levels observed in fission cross sections. This theory did 
not employ the Bohr postulate concerning the resonant cross sections, except to 
assume the existence of a single internal compound state wavefunction and its 
associated Hamiltonian. There occurred in this theory a troublesome channel matrix 
which had to be inverted, and Wigner and Eisenbud gave an expansion for this 
inversion. Later refinements of the multilevel formalism by Vogt (1958) and Reich 
and Moore (195S) used the concept of replacing the channel matrix: to be inverted 
by a level matrix and then employing approximations to evaluate the inverse. None 
of these multilevel theories used the Bohr assumption. 

A multilevel theory which does lead directly to the Bohr assumption is the 
theory employing strong correlation conditions put -forward by Teichmann (1950) 
and Newton (1952). This theory was discarded by later authors because the assumed 
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correlations were not observed in experimentally determined widths, and because all 
cross sections were predicted to vanish between resonances. Lane and Thomas (1958) 
concluded from this that the Bohr postulate must be incorrect as an exact relation, 
and instead holds for averaged cross sections over a large number of resonances. It 
is pointed out in the present paper that this is not the only alternative. If future 
experiments should reveal that the Bohr postulate is in fact an exact relationship, 
one can accommodate this conclusion within the framework of reaction matrix theory 
by using the complex R-matrix defined by Moldauer (1964). This does not imply 
the strong correlations assumed by Newton and the only difficulty encountered is 
that the single level approximation no longer satisfies unitarity, which requires 
compensating multilevel effects. 

From a pragmatic point of view, the theories of Vogt (1958) and Reich and 
Moore (1958) suffer from the defect that the formulae obtained are so complicated 
that they are generally not useful for analytical calculations of resonance absorption 
in reactors, and analytic expressions for the Doppler-broadened cross sections do not 
exist. However, the formalism proposed by Adler and Adler (1963) is equivalent to 
the above theories, does allow analytic formulae to be written for Doppler-broadened 
cross sections, and lends itself readily to calculations of resonance absorption in 
reactors since it represents cross sections as sums over single level contributions. We 
show here that, if the Bohr hypothesis is employed, the theory of Adler and Adler 
remains exact over restricted energy ranges. 

Most authors would agree that in neutron resonance reactions the available 
measurements are insufficient to determine every element of the reaction matrix. 
This point is discussed in detail in Section III and a transformation between 
equivalent reaction matrices is given. Furthermore, with the Bohr hypothesis, and 
unitarity, we can construct a reduced transition matrix of rank one in which all 
channels have the same phase, called the compound phase. It follows that the 
Wigner-Eisenbud (1947) or Moldauer (1964) reaction matrix is of rank one. Using 
this property in Section IV, the channel matrix is inverted to yield an expression 
for the scattering matrix in which the compound phase is given as a function of the 
reaction matrix. Formulae for cross sections are then derived which are manifestly 
consistent with Bohr's hypothesis. 

Conditions for the general reaction matrix which ensure that the collision 
matrix is symmetric and unitary are derived in Section VI. The Wigner-Eisenbud 
(1947) boundary conditions lead inevitably to the strong correlation model of Newton 
with its unsatisfactory features, but Moldauer's (1964) complex boundary conditions 
permit the absence of cross section zeros and do not imply the strong correlation 
conditions. 

The poles and residues of the S-matrix are evaluated in Section VII and multi
level effects are found to alter the positions of complex poles from their values in the 
single level approximation. This approximation violates unitarity in the Moldauer 
theory. It is demonstrated in Section VIII that the cross sections can be parameter
ized exactly as a sum of single level contributions with asymmetric correction terms. 

Finally, in Section IX we show that the formal statistical theory given by 
Moldauer (1964) is applicable to our representation of cross sections. His equations 
are reviewed and presented in our terminology. 
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II. STANDARD THEORY 

In terms of the S matrix, the cross section for a reaction from an incident 
channel c to a final channel c' is given by (Preston 1962) 

where 

/ 2", J 2 
Gee' = (7T ke) .::..J gJ I Oelj,e'l'j' -Be1j,e'I'i' I , 

IjJI'j' 

gJ = (2J +1)/2(21 +1), 

(1) 

Ee is the energy in channel c, fLe the reduced mass in channel c, l the orbital angular 
momentum, j the channel spin, 1 the spin of the target nucleus, and J the total 
angular momentum. The total cross section may be expressed as 

(2) 

The transition matrix T is defined as 

T = (S-I)/2i. (3) 

Since the S matrix is unitary and symmetric, that is, 

StS = SSt = I, (4) 
it follows that 

ImT == TtT. (5) 

The S matrix is related to the reaction matrix R by the equation 

(6) 
where 

(7) 

the constants YAe and E A, the energy at the poles in R, being real in the Wigner
Eisenbud (1947) theory and complex in the Moldauer (1964) theory. In equation (6) 

LO = L-B with L = s+iP; 

n, P, and s are diagonal matrices with elements Dc = exp( -i.pe)' Pc the penetration 
factor, and 8e the level shift respectively; and Bee' are elements of the boundary 
condition matrix B. In the above two theories 

where Be is real in the Wigner-Eisenbud theory and complex in the Moldauer theory. 
The evaluation of these quantities has been reported by many authors (e.g. Lane 
and Thomas 1958; Preston 1962; Lynn 1968). 

The transition matrix is then given by 

(8) 
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It is also convenient to define the reduced transition matrix T' through the relation 

T = (Q2-I)j2i +Q T' Q, 
and then 

The "reduced S matrix" V obeys the relations 

V = Q-1SQ-l, 

= 1+2iT' 

and is unitary. Therefore T' satisfies an equation similar to (5), namely 

1m T' = T'tT'. 

(9) 

(10) 

(ll) 

(12) 

(13) 

The complexity of multichannel expressions for cross sections arose from the 
difficulty in inverting the channel matrix (I -RLO)-l. 

Let 
Zl = P!R(L-B)P-!, Z2 = P!R(L*-B)P-I, (14) 

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. It then follows from equations (8) 
and (ll) that 

(15) 

Applying the unitary condition 
VtV = I, (16) 

one finds after some manipulation that the conditions under which (16) should hold 
are 

which yields 
R-Rt = R(B-Bt)Rt. (17) 

Similarly, the conditions under which V should be a symmetric matrix, that is, 
V = Vt where the superscript t denotes the operation of transposition, are 

(I-Zl)(I-Z~) = (I-Z2)(I-Z~), 
which gives the condition 

R-Rt = R(B-Bt)Rt. (18) 

It follows immediately from equations (17) and (18) that if the Wigner-Eisenbud 
(1947) boundary conditions are used then 

B = Bt, Bt = B, R = Rt, Rt = R, (19) 

and the Wigner-Eisenbud R matrix is real and symmetric. In Moldauer's (1964) 
theory, B is no longer self-adjoint but is still symmetric so that the Moldauer R 
matrix is a complex symmetric matrix obeying the relations 

R-R* = R(B-B*)R*, R= Rt. (20) 
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III. UNIQUENESS QUESTION 

The main value of multilevel theories is that they show how to parameterize 
the collision matrix as a function of energy. Though it is not possible in neutron 
reactions to determine every element of the reaction matrix, Vogt (1958) and Reich 
and Moore (1958) have shown that, within the framework of the level matrix ex
pansion method, sums of reduced widths over channels arise which can be used as 
parameters. It is clear that in being forced to use these sums as parameters rather 
than individual reduced widths we do not have the necessary information from 
experiment to determine each element of the reaction matrix. 

To discuss this in more detail, let us consider the analysis of experimental 
cross sections whose purpose is to calculate the reaction matrix in some multilevel 
scheme. For such an analysis, the differential cross section all for elastic scattering 
and the various total reaction cross sections ~e ale are usually available. Initially, 
there are no restrictions on the elements of the S matrix other than those imposed by 
symmetry and unitarity. If we consider the transition matrix T, this means that at 
best from the given data we can determine only the quantities ~e 1 TIe 12 or, if in the 
extreme case each cross section ale is a vaila ble, we know only 1 TIe I. For the partial 
wave amplitude Tll, each phase shift as an eigenstate of (l,J) is known except for an 
arbitrary common phase which is usually set equal to zero. Therefore we shall assume 
that we can determine the phase of Tll but not of any other element., Thus, if a 
reaction matrix R has been obtained from the given data and if T is the corresponding 
transition matrix with elements Tee' = tee' exp(iBec')' then in general it is possible to 
find another reaction matrix it, which leads to a transition matrix f' with elements 
;Pee' = tee·exp(iBec')' such that this too will reproduce the given cross sections. The 
matrices R and it may then be related by introducing a symmetric matrix A ,with 
elements 

Aee' = aee' exp(i<pec') 
such that 

T = T+A. (21) 

Since Sand S must both be unitary, A must satisfy 

(St A)t (St A) = Im(St A) . 

The matrix of will reproduce the original data if 

all = 0; 
and 

tan <pIe = (cos 8le -cos Ble)/(sin 8lC -sin Ble) • 

The matrices Rand R can then be related through equations (8) and (21). 
It therefore follows that, even in the extreme case where every reaction cross 

section is known, the reaction matrix is not uniquely determined by the available 
data. However, the Wigner-Eisenbud (1947) form for R, given by equation (7), does 
introduce additional constraints upon the S matrix. In this matrix, there are n 
channels and 2n2 functions. Unitarity and symmetry imply that only tn(n+1) of 
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these functions are independent. Without further constraints, the Wigner-Eisenbud 
R matrix would be real and symmetric and therefore would consist of tn(n+l) 
independent functions. However, the special form for R in equation (7) states that 
if we specify n components as a function of energy, say along a row, then all of the 
Wigner-Eisenbud resonance parameters are determined and thereby all elements of 
R are determined. In this case, there are only n independent functions which specify 
the S matrix. This is also the number of cross sections and it follows that the n 
independent functions Ulc determine the S matrix completely. The Wigner-Eisenbud 
derivation of equation (7) imposes tn(n-1) constraints in addition to unitarity and 
symmetry. In this sense, the Wigner-Eisenbud theory is not a general one, as such 
a theory would not have these constraints. The generalized Wigner-Eisenbud 
reaction matrix would be of the form 

(22) 

where a;(CC' and E;(cc' are real constants. 
The above constraints result from the definition of internal states by real 

boundary conditions applied at some appropriate radius, not necessarily the nuclear 
surface. Such questions as to how one allows for the variation in nuclear density 
near the surface can be overcome by choosing the radius to be the minimum value 
where the nuclear density is negligible. Cook (1968) has shown that the form of 
equation (22) can be produced by consistent models more general than the above. 

The additional constraints of the Wigner-Eisenbud theory are that the residues 
a;(CC' form a matrix of rank one in channel space and that the eigenvalues E;(cc' are 
independent of c and c'. If we consider the case where these assumptions are valid, 
even then in actual measurements we can only determine some number p of sums 
over the cross sections Ulc, where p < n. Therefore, n-p functions remain unde
termined in the S matrix. For radiative capture processes, usually n is of the order of 
100 and p = 2 or 3, and this leads to a large uncertainty in the phases ofthe T matrix. 
For Moldauer's (1964) theory, there are 2n functions to be determined, and only n 
functions Ulc. We would therefore require both the magnitude and phase of each 
TIc to determine Rcc', and this is clearly impossible. We can therefore conclude that 
to date, and in the foreseeable future, limitations in the data will never allow the 
determination of a unique R matrix for low energy neutron collisions with nuclei. 
Instead, one should use multilevel theories as a guide to ascertain the functional 
form of cross sections, and this form should be simplified as much as possible. 

IV. COMPOUND NUCLEUS ASSUMPTION 

Applying Bohr's compound nucleus hypothesis to the resonant part u~c' of all 
cross sections, we can write (Blatt and Weisskopf 1952) 

(23) 

where uc(c) is the cross section for formation of the compound nucleus in channel c 
and g'lc(c) is the probability of decay of the compound nucleus via channel c, with 
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~e ,9Ie(c) = 1. From reciprocity it follows that 

Writing 
2 ~ 2 G = (1/4rr) ~ ke, ae'(C) , 

e' 

equation (23) may be expressed in the form 

a~e' = (4rr/k~)G2,91e,9le'. (24) 

We define the resonant part of the cross section to be the contribution from 
the reduced transition matrix T': 

a~e' = (4rr/k~)1 T~e' 12. 

Thus comparing (24) and (25) we find that 

For the phases 8ee" the unitarity relation (13) yields the equations 

when C = c', equation (27a) immediately yields 

sin 8ee = ~ p~" . 
e" 

Following Newton (1952), we define the compound phase by the equations 

sinS=G=~p~, 
e 

(25) 

(26a,b) 

(27a, b) 

The solutions of equations (27a) and (27b) for the phases of the diagonal elements 
of T' then are 

8ee =S or 7T-S. 

Newton maintained that only the first solution exists. This is not so, as can be 
illustrated by the counter example for n = 2 where the equations (27) can be solved 
quite easily to yield two distinct solutions, namely 

811 = 812 = 822 = S, 

which is Newton's solution, and 

tan812 = (p~-p~)/cosS. 

As far as calculating cross sections is concerned, the above two solutions are 
completely equivalent as both will give the same value for the resonant part of the 
reaction cross section a~e'. In the general case, when the number of channels is 
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arbitrary, equations (27) will have a large but nevertheless finite number of solutions, 
all of which, as far as the analysis of cross sections is concerned, are completely 
equivalent. Newton's (1952) solution with all Bee' = 0 is a particularly interesting 
one as it leads to a simple R-matrix theory. The choice of this solution in fact con
stitutes the equiphase principle investigated by Cook (1967b). This principle, which 
has been applied to the photoproduction of pions in relation to scattering (Bethe and 
de Hoffman 1955) has also often been applied, although perhaps unwittingly, to low 
energy nuclear reactions. This is because the most widely used form of R-matrix 
theory, the single level approximation, embodies this same principle. 

Thus we have that the reduced transition matrix is of the form 

(28) 

and is therefore of rank one. It can now be shown that R, whether real or complex, 
must necessarily be of unit rank also. 

From equation (10) we find 

R = P-' T' P-'[I +LO p-. T' p-iJ-I = A[I+C]-I, 
where 

A = P-lT'P-l, C = LOA. (29) 

Since the matrices LO and P are diagonal, we find that because A and C are both 
of unit rank 

R = A[I-C+C2-C3+ ... J = A[I-C(l+traceC)-IJ 

= (LO)-I C(l +trace C)-I. 

It follows that R must also be of unit rank. This leads to the results 

(R LO)n = {trace(R LO)}n-1 R LO, 

(I -RLO)-I = I +RLO{l-trace(RLO)}-I, 

(I -RLO)-I R = R{l-trace(RLO)}-I. 

(30a) 

(30b) 

(30c) 

We see from the Bohr postulate (23) that the previously difficult inversion of the 
channel matrix in equation (30c) has become a simple analytical result. The S 
matrix then becomes 

S = !l[1 +2iP' RPl{l-trace(RLO)}-I]!l, (31) 
or 

where 
R ee , = I R ee, I exp(ilXee') , I Ree II Re'e' I = I R ee , 12 , (33) 

since the matrix R is of rank one. In the Wigner-Eisenbud theory, lXec' = O. For 
the lVIoldauer theory, we can simplify the model by writing the boundary condition 
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matrix as 
(34) 

where Be and € are real constants. We then note from the unitarity requirement (20a) 
that the equiphase solution for R is 

(35) 
where 

excc' == ~, sin~ = € ~ IReel. 
e 

This leads immediately to the equiphase solution for (32) of 

V. CROSS SECTIONS 

From the expression (7) for the matrix elements R ee , we have 

1-trace(RLO) = 1- ~ ~ y~eL~/(EA-E). (37) 
e A 

Using the conventional definitions (Lane and Thomas 1958) for quantities which are 
now complex, we obtain for the partial level shift Ll Ae the relation 

Ll Ae = -y~e(Se-Be) = -(<x~e+i,8~e)(Se-Bc), 

and for the partial width rAC 

rAC = 2PcY~e = 2Pe(<x~c+i,8~e), 
with also 

L~ = Se-Bc+iPc' 

Introduction of the total level shift and total width, given respectively by 

and 

leads to the expression 

1-trace(RLo) = 1+ ~ LlA/(EA -E) -ti ~ rA/(EA -E). 
A A 

If the real part of B ce' is chosen so that Se R:::i Be then Ll AC R:::i 0 and 

where 

1-trace(RLo) R:::i 1-fj ~ rA/(EA-E) = Zexp(-i'l)), 
A 

Z = (1 +1 I ~rA/(EA-E) ntsec'l)' 

The reduced T matrix is then 

T' = pexp{i('l)+m = pexp(iS), 
where S = 'l)+~ and 

pce' = (PePd! I R ec' liZ = (Pc I Ree \)!(Pc' I Re'e' \)!IZ. 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 
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The elements of the S matrix can then by written as 

(43) 

and the probabilities of decay through channels (! become, from equation (26b), 

The total cross section is 

217 ~ 
aeT ="2 ~ (lJ{I-Re(Selj,elj)) 

ke ljJ 

Pee' - Pe Pe' . 

217~ . J J = 2' ~ (lJ{(I-coscPet}-2sm(2cPel- O )Pelj eli} 
ke ljJ ' 

The elastic scattering cross section is 

17 ~ J 2 
ace = '2 ~. (lJ II-Selhelj I 

kc ljJ 

4?T~ .2 17~ J2 
= 2' ~ (2l+l)sm cPel + '2 ~ (lJ(2Pell Relj,elj liZ) 

ke I ke ljJ 

The reaction cross section is 

17~ J 2 4?T~ 2 
aer = '2 ~ (lJ I Selj,e'l'j' I = 2" ~ (lJ(Pelj,e'I'j') 

ke IjJl'j' ke ljJI'j' 

17 ~ J2 = '2 ~ (lJ(2Pel l R elj elj 1)(2Pe'I' I Re'l'j' e'l'j' I)/(Z ) • 
ke ljJl'j' , , 

(44) 

(46) 

(47) 

Making use of the probabilities in equation (24) we find that the above cross 
sections can be written 

where 

afc = ~ 1: (2l+l)sin2cPel 
ke I 

is the hard sphere cross section, 

(48a) 

(48b) 
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is the interference scattering cross section, 

(48c) 

and 

(48d) 

In the form of equations (48) the compound nucleus hypothesis (23) is manifestly 
exhibited. 

In special cases, the above expressions for the cross sections are identical with 
those of conventional theory. For example, in the single level approximation we 
we have E ~ 0, g ~ 0, EA = Eo which is real, rio. is real, and 

(49) 

and in this case equations (45), (46), and (47) become 

(50b) 

and 

(50c) 

which are the usual expressions for an isolated level (Schmidt 1966). 

VI. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN REDUCED WIDTHS 

Newton (1952) assumed that the E A and Y~ are real quantities, as in the 
Wigner-Eisenbud theory, and postulated the strong correlation condition 

(51) 

which ensures that the reaction matrix (7), without the background term, is of rank 
one. Now, for a complex equiphase reaction matrix we have 

(52) 

and after substituting equation (7) into (52) and eliminating common terms on each 
side we find 

(53) 
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It follows that the residue at each pole must vanish in order that equation (53) 
should hold for all E, and hence 

(54) 

Should the YAC and EA be real, and there exist a lower bound to the values of 
E A, then at this lower bound all of the weights E",-EA are positive. Since the 
numerators are all perfect squares, the sum of these squares with positive weights 
cannot vanish unless each term vanishes. Newton's (1952) correlation (51) follows 
immediately. If there is no lower bound to E A, the condition (51) does not follow 
from the rank one condition (54), since for any finite E A the positive terms can cancel 
the negative terms. Newton's condition also follows ifthere is an upper bound to EA' 

The probability of decay in channel c can be evaluated using equations (51) 
and (54) with € = 0, to give 

where the Ac's are constants, and hence 

PcRcc f!l! c = ---'----'-''-- (55) 
~ Pc' Rc'c' 
c' 

The f!l!c's are therefore independent of Y~ and EA' For radiative capture and fission 
processes, f!l!c would be approximately constant with energy. This is not what is 
observed. 

Furthermore, Newton (1952) pointed out that in the expressions (45), (46), 
and (47), the reaction matrix has zeros between each pole at the same energy in all 
channels. Therefore, for a given spin state, the reaction cross sections should vanish 
at some energy between each resonance. This is not observed. Lane and Thomas 
(1958) consequently rejected Newton's model, and with it the Bohr hypothesis, as 
not being in accord with experiment. However, this reasoning is faulty since, if 
the Y~ and EA's are complex, all that equation (54) implies is that a set of equations 
exist which correlate the imaginary parts of Y~ and E A with the real parts. For 
example, an acceptable special solution to (54) would be, as in Newton's example, 

(56) 

where the Ac and Dc are constants independent of '\, and putting 

we can evaluate the imaginary parts to obtain 

(3 - (l(AdA~ +D~)-(l(AC(AcAc' +DcDc') (3AC' = (l(Ac(A~+D~')-(l(AC,(AcAc' +DcDc'). 
AC - AcDc' +Ac' Dc' AcDc' +Ac' Dc (57) 
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Equations (57) represent a solution where the f3AC are correlated to the corresponding 
iXAe through constants depending only on the channels present. The iXAc remain 
arbitrary. Therefore Newton's correlation condition is a much weaker constraint 
for a complex R matrix. 

Furthermore, the cross sections (47) can vanish for a given set of quantum 
numbers (ljJ) only if the real and imaginary parts of Rec' vanish at the same energy. 
Such a restriction implies further strong correlations between the complex resonance 
parameters which are unnecessary in general. There are sufficient parameters in (47) 
to fit resonant cross sections adequately without restriction on the minimum value 
between resonances. Therefore, we can encompass the Bohr postulate within the 
framework of Moldauer's (1964) theory without contradicting observed features of 
cross sections. Finally, we note from equations (41) and (44) that the probability of 
decay through channel c is 

[l/Jc = PelReel = PelReel = PelReel , . 
sinllsec'l'} sint+costtan'l'} sint+(cost)Z/(I-Z2)t (58) 

where Z is given by equation (41) and t is the argument of Ree ,. Clearly equation (58) 
can be a strong function of energy, dependent upon both the real and imaginary 
parts of the E A and y~. 

If, as an alternative, the real reaction matrix (22) is used, it is found that 
equations (45), (46), and (47) remain valid and the cross section must still vanish 
between resonances. However, the strong correlation condition (51) is no longer 
meaningful. It appears that Moldauer's (1964) theory is necessary to explain Bohr's 
hypothesis satisfactorily, and implies that the effective potential to use in the 
Schrodinger equation for the channel wavefunction must be complex. This may be 
deduced as a manifestation of channel-channel coupling not present in Wigner
Eisenbud (1947) theory. 

VII. POLES AND RESIDUES OF S MATRIX 

It is clear from equations (6) and (8) that the poles in the reduced T matrix 
are also contained in the full S matrix. From equations (10) and (36) we see that 

(59) 

The positions of the complex poles are obtained as the values of the complex energy 
where 

trace(R LO) = 1 . (60) 

We may formally represent the spectrum of poles by a vector such that at each pole 

(61) 

Neglecting the level shift contribution with the factor (Se-Be) and setting 

(62) 
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we obtain the two equations from equation (60) of the form 

These equations can be summarized in the form 

(64) 

where 

is a complex "mixing matrix" which is such that equation (64) states that a linear 
superposition of the complex widths gives the equivalent real width in the S matrix. 
When V" and Y '" are very much less than U" - ({f '" for'\ -=F- fL the off-diagonal elements 
of fA", are approximately zero and, for V" <: Y #' fA", becomes the identity matrix. 

To get good approximations to the positions of the poles it is more convenient 
to let 

and to define 

T(E) = L: r"j(E,,-E) = 2itrace(RLo) 

" 

To find ({f '" and Y '" we must solve the equation 

T(({f",-tiY",) = -2i. 

Let ({f '" = E '" + Ll '" where Ll '" is complex. Then 

T(E",+Ll", -tiY",) = -r",/(Ll",-tiY",) +T",(E",+Ll", -tiY",) 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

and, since T ",(E) has no singularities at E = Eft' we can use the Taylor expansion 

T (E +Ll -tiY) = T (E ) +(Ll -tiY )T' (E ) + .... 

"'''' '" '" "'''' '" "''''''' 
The nth derivative of T", is just 

T1n )(E) = n! L: r"/(E,, -Et+l. 
"oF", 

Equation (67) then becomes 

that is, 
-2i = -r /(Ll -tiY ) +T (E ) +(Ll -tiY )T' (E ) + ... , 

"'I' '" "'''' '" "'I'''' 

(68) 

(69) 

Y I' +2iLl '" -r", +(Ll '" -tiY ",)T ",(E) +(Ll '" -tiY )2T~(E) + ... = O. (70) 

Equation (70) can be solved for the real and imaginary parts to any desired order of 
accuracy. For an isolated level, T", f'::! 0 and we have 

that is, 
r f'::! Y +2iLl , 

'" '" '" 
(71) 
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In the next approximation, we assume that the derivatives of T/1 may be 
neglected. This yields the simultaneous equations 

which have solutions 

(1 +tImT){r~+ V /1(1 +tImT)}-t(ReT)r~ 
Y,,= (1+tImT)2+ i (ReT)2 , (73a) 

tr~(l +tImT)+i(ReT){r~+ V/1(l +tImT)} 
lff/1 = U/1- (1 +tImT)2+ i (ReT)2 (73b) 

The residue of the reduced T matrix at each pole is obtained by using the fact 
that, if G(E) is a function with a simple pole at E = z, the residue at that pole is 
given by 

{ResG(z)}-l = ~~ d~(G(~))' (74) 

Let 

G(E)-l = 1-trace(RLo) = 1 -ti ~ r;.)(EA -E). (75) 
A 

Equation (75) tells us that if we put 

(76) 

then by neglecting the local energy variation of each r A the residue of T~c' at the 
pole lff /1-tiY /1 is ta/1CC' where 

4i(Pc Pdt Rcc-{z /1) 

apCC' = 

~ rA/(EA-zi 
A 

with z/1 = lff/1-tiY/l' 

4i{Pc I Rcc(Z/1) I}t{pc' I Rc'c-{z/1) i}t exp{ig(z/1)} 

~ rA/(EA-zi 
A 

From equations (59) and (75) we see that 

(77) 

We can approximate equation (78) at a given energy to an arbitrary degree of accuracy 
by considering the sums over It to extend to a finite number N of terms. By taking 
the sums over It over a common denominator we see that T~c' can be expressed in the 
form 

(79) 

where PN and qN are polynomials in E of order N with complex coefficients. The 
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polynomial qN(E) in equation (79) can be factorized into a product of the form 

(80) 

Hence equation (79) can be reduced by partial fractions to a sum of simple pole terms 
such that 

(81) 

where the aACC' are the complex residues given by (77). Equation (81) states that 
the reduced T matrix can be expressed as a coherent sum of effective single level 
terms. Sailor (1955) used this property as an assumption in fitting fission cross 
sections, and it was first conjectured by Feshback, Porter, and Weisskopf (1954). 
The S matrix can therefore be written as 

(82) 

VIII. CROSS SECTIONS AS SUMS OF SINGLE LEVEL TERMS 

It was shown by Cook (1967a) that the multilevel expressions for the fission 
cross section used by Sailor (1955) could be written as a sum of single level contribu
tions. Clayton (1970) showed that the same result holds for the scattering cross 
section. Using these formulae we obtain results of the type derived by Adler and 
Adler (1963). In the present case, where we have complex residues, the S matrix 
can be written as 

(83) 

(84) 

The last term in equation (84) can be separated into single level contributions 
by partial fractions to yield 

7T ~ GACC' 27T~ (rS'A-E)'YJACC' 
GCC' = "2""' 2 2-"2""' 2 1 2' 

kc A (rS'A -E) +!YA kc A (rS'A -E) +4YA 
(85a) 

where 

(85b) 

(85c) 
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and 

(85d) 

Equation (85a) has the form of a sum of single level terms, where the first sum is 
over the terms symmetric about the resonance energy {flo. and the second sum is over 
corresponding asymmetric contributions. 

Similarly, the elastic scattering cross section can be expressed as 

where aACC and 7],tCC are as defined by equations (85b) and (85c). The total cross 
section is found from equation (2) by evaluating 

acT = (27Tlk~){1-Re(8cc)} 

_ 47T . 2-/. + 27TI ( (2'-/.)" aAcc,({fA-E+tiYA)) 
- 2 SIn 'f'C 2 m exp - I'f'C .:... 2 2 

kc kc A ({fA-E) +iYA 

47T . 2.). = 2 SIn 'f'C 

kc 

_ 27T" sin(2</>c) Re{aAcc,({f A -E+tiY A)}-cos(2</>c) Im{aAcc'({f A -E+tiY A)} 
2 .:... 2 1 2 . 

kc A ({fA-E) +4 Y A (87) 

IX. STATISTICAL THEORY 

From equation (82) we see that the S matrix can be written as 

(88) 

for an equiphase R matrix, where 

(89a) 
and 

(89b) 

Equation (88) is precisely the form postulated by Moldauer (1964) to calculate 
average cross sections. If we assume that the apparent widths Y A and apparent 
resonance energies {fil have the same statistical properties as the widths I FA I and 
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eigenvalues Re(E A), which we assume to have the usual statistical properties, then 
we may employ the relations derived by Moldauer to calculate the following average 
cross sections: 

(90a) 

(90b) 

the direct reaction cross section 

(90c) 

the absorption cross section 

(90d) 

where Yc is the average transmission coefficient, and the fluctuation cross section 

F 2 2 2 
acc' = (7T/kc)«1 Sce' I )-I<See')1 ). (90e) 

These cross sections can be evaluated by using the relationships given by Moldauer 

(91a) 
and 

(91b) 

where D is the average level spacing, and 

(91c) 

is a function defined by Moldauer. 
Assuming that the (J I"C for different channels are uncorrelated, we find that 

and, since ([Jo is a slowly varying function of its argument, we obtain 

and 
Mec' ,:::::; oee,(27T2/D2)1<(J~e)A 12(1-(])o) 

<See,) ,:::::; {exp( -2iCPe)-(7T/D)<(J~e)Joee" 

<ISec' 12) ,:::::; oee,[1-(27T/D)Re{exp(2iCPe)«(J~e)J+(7T2/D2)1<(J~e)A 12J 

+ (27T/D)< 1 (JAe 121 (JAe' 12/ Y A) A -Mec' . 

(92) 

(93) 

(94a) 

(94b) 

When <I rA I) is very much less than D, the approximate solutions to equation 
(88) are found to be 

(95) 
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It follows from equations (90), (91), and (94) that 

(96a) 

(96b) 

and 

<UcT) = ~;( 1-cos2.pc + :ljRe«F,\CF"c,)t exp( -2i.pc),,) , (96c) 

which are generalizations of the equations in conventional statistical theory. 

X. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been demonstrated that existing multilevel theories, when applied to 
present experiments, cannot yield a unique set of reaction matrix parameters. When 
the Bohr (1936) compound nucleus hypothesis is applied, the Wigner-Eisenbud 
(1947) theory cannot give agreement with experiment if any appreciable resonance 
overlap occurs but Moldauer's (1964) reaction matrix theory can. The expressions 
derived for multilevel cross sections which are consistent with the Bohr hypothesis 
and Moldauer's reaction matrix theory have been shown to be equivalent to the 
assumption that the S matrix consists of a sum of simple poles times hard sphere 
phase factors. Although the pole representation is not manifestly in accordance with 
the Bohr assumption, and thus with the equations derived here, it is necessary that a 
subtle connection exists. It has been pointed out by Cook (1967a) that the single 
level form for cross sections can be modified readily to allow for Doppler broadening. 
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